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Many languages are spoken on Earth. Despite their diversity, many robust language universals are known to
exist. All languages share syntax, i.e., the ability of combining words for forming sentences. The origin of such
traits is an issue of open debate. By using recent developments from the statistical physics of complex
networks, we show that different syntactic dependency networks (from Czech, German, and Romanian) share
many nontrivial statistical patterns such as the small world phenomenon, scaling in the distribution of degrees,
and disassortative mixing. Such previously unreported features of syntax organization are not a trivial conse-
quence of the structure of sentences, but an emergent trait at the global scale.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There is no agreement on the number of languages spoken
on Earth, but estimates are in the range from 3000 to 10 000
[1]. World languages exhibit a vast array of structural simi-
larities and differences. Syntax is a trait common to all hu-
man languages and the subject of the present paper. More
precisely, we aim at finding new statistical patterns in syntax.
General statistical regularities that human language obeys at
different scales are known [2–5]. Probably, the most striking
regularity is Zipf’s law for word frequencies [2]. Unfortu-
nately, such a law seems to have nothing to do with syntax
and symbolic reference, which researchers have identified as
the crux of human language [6–9].
Syntax involves a set of rules for combining words into
phrases and sentences. Such rules ultimately define explicit
syntactic relations among words that can be directly mapped
into a graph capturing most of the global features of the
underlying rules. Such a network-based approach has pro-
vided new insights into semantic webs [10–13]. Capturing
global syntactic information using a network has been at-
tempted. The global structure of word interactions in short
contexts in sentences has been studied [14,15]. Although
about 87% of syntactic relationships take place at distances
lower than or equal to 2 [16], such early work lacks both a
linguistically precise definition of link and fails in capturing
the characteristic long-distance correlations of words in sen-
tences [17]. The proportion of incorrect syntactic depen-
dency links captured with a window of length 2 as in Ref.
[14] is
e2 =
sn − 1ds1 − p1d + sn − 2ds1 − p2d
2n − 3
,
where n is the length of the sentence and p1 and p2 are,
respectively, the probability that two words at distances 1
and 2 are syntactically linked. When n→‘ we have




Knowing p1=0.70 and p2=0.17 [16] we get
e2 = 0.56.
That is, one half of the links are syntactically meaningless.
Using a window of length 1 we have
e1 =
sn − 1ds1 − p1d
n − 1
.
When n→‘ we get e1=1− p1, which gives e1=0.30, which
is still high. A precise definition of syntactic link is thus
required. In this paper we study the architecture of syntactic
graphs and show that they display small world patterns,
scale-free structure, a well-defined hierarchical organization,
and assortative mixing [18–20]. Three different European
languages will be used. The paper is organized as follows.
The three data sets are presented together with a brief defi-
nition of the procedure used for building the networks in Sec.
II. The key measures used in this study are presented in Sec.
III, with the basic results reported in Sec. IV. A comparison
between sentence-level patterns and global patterns is pre-
sented in Sec. V. A general discussion and summary are
given in Sec. VI.
II. THE SYNTACTIC DEPENDENCY NETWORK
The networks that are analyzed here have been defined
according to the dependency grammar formalism. Depen-
dency grammar is a family of grammatical formalisms
[21–23], which share the assumption that syntactic structure
consists of lexical nodes (representing words) and binary re-
lations (dependencies) linking them. This formalism thus
naturally defines a network structure. In this approximation,
a dependency relation connects a pair of words. Most of the
links are directed and the arc goes from the head word to its
modifier or vice versa depending on the convention used.
Here we assume that links go from the modifier to its head.*Corresponding author. Email address: rferrer@imim.es
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Head and modifier are primitive concepts in the dependency
grammar formalism [Fig. 1(a)]. In some cases, such as coor-
dination, there is no clear direction [24]. Since these cases
are rather uncommon, we will assume that links in the data
sets used here have a direction and assign an arbitrary direc-
tion to the undirected cases. Syntactic relations are thus bi-
nary, usually directed and sometimes typed in order to dis-
tinguish different kinds of dependencies.
We define a syntactic dependency network as a set of n
words V= hsijsi=1, . . . ,nd and an adjacency matrix A= haijj.
si can be a modifier word of the head sj in a sentence if aij
=1 (aij =0 otherwise). Here, we assume arcs go from a modi-
fier to its head. The syntactic dependency structure of a sen-
tence can be seen as a subset of all possible syntactic links
contained in a global network [Fig. 1(b)]. More precisely, the
structure of a sentence is a subgraph (a tree) of the global
network that is induced by the words in the sentence [25].
Different measures can be defined on A allowing one to
test the presence of certain interesting features such as the
small world effect [26] and scale invariance [27]. Such mea-
sures can also be used for finding similarities and differences
among different networks (see Sec. III).
The common formal property of dependency representa-
tions (compared to other syntactic representations) is the lack
of explicit encoding for phrases as in the phrase-structure
formalism [17] and later developments [28]. Dependency
grammar regards phrases as emergent patterns of syntactic
dependency interactions. Statistical studies about phrase-
structure-based grammars have been performed and reveal
that the properties of syntactic constructs map to only a few
distributions [3,4], suggesting a reduced set of principles be-
hind syntactic structures.
We studied three global syntactic dependency networks
from three European languages: Czech, German, and Roma-
nian. Because of the reduced availability of data, the lan-
guage set is unintentionally restricted to the Slavic, Ger-
manic, and Italic families. These languages are not intended
to be representative of every family. We mention the families
these languages belong to in order to show how distant these
languages are; probably not enough distant for standard
methods in linguistics for finding universals but enough dis-
tant for our concerns here. Syntactic dependency networks
were built collecting all words and syntactic dependency
links appearing in three corpora (a corpus is a collection of
sentences). Here aij =1 if an arc from the ith word to the jth
word has appeared in a sentence at least once and aij =0
otherwise. Punctuation marks and loops (arcs from a word to
itself) were rejected in all three corpora. Sentences with less
than two words were rejected.
The corpora analyzed here are the following.
(1) A Czech dependency corpus was annotated by
Uhlíłová and Králík among others [29,30]. The corpus was
compiled at the Czech Language Institute, Prague, within a
period of 1970–1985. The corpus contains 562 820 words
and 31 701 sentences. Many sentence structures are incom-
plete in this (i.e., they have less than n−1 links, where n is
the length of the sentence). The proportion of links provided
with regard to the theoretical maximum is about 0.65. The
structure of sentences was determined by linguists by hand.
(2) The Romanian corpus was formed by all sample sen-
tences in the Dependency Grammar Annotator website [49].
It contains 21 275 words and 2340 sentences. The syntactic
annotation was performed by hand.
(3) The German corpus is The Negra Corpus 1.0. It con-
tains 153 007 words and 10 027 sentences. The formalism
used is based on the phrase-structure grammar. Nonetheless,
for certain constituents, the head word is indicated. Only the
head modifier links between words at the same level of the
derivation tree were collected. The syntactic annotation was
performed automatically. The proportion of links provided
with regard to the theoretical maximum is about 0.16.
The German corpus is the most sparse of them. It is im-
portant to notice that while the missing links in the German
corpus obey no clear regularity, links in the Czech corpus are
mostly function words, specially prepositions, the annotators
did not link because they treated them as grammatical mark-
ers. The links that are missing are those corresponding to the
most connected word types in the remaining corpora.
III. NETWORK PROPERTIES
In order to properly look for syntactic dependency pat-
terns, we need to consider several statistical measures mainly
based on the undirected version of the network for simplicity
reasons. These measures allow one to categorize networks in
terms of the following.
(a) Small world structure. Two key quantities allow one
to characterize the global organization of a complex network.
The first is the so called average path length D, defined as
D= kDminsi , jdl, where kfll is the average operator over all
pairs ssi ,sjd in the network, where Dminsi , jd indicates the
length of the shortest path between nodes i and j. D was
calculated on the largest connected component of the net-
works. The second measure is C, the so called clustering
coefficient, defined as the probability that two vertices (e.g.,
words) that are neighbors of a given vertex are neighbors of
each other. C is defined as kCil where kfll is the average
over all vertices and Ci, the clustering coefficient of the ith
vertex, is easily defined from the adjacency matrix as
FIG. 1. (a) The syntactic structure of a simple sentence. Here
words define the nodes in a graph and the binary relations (arcs)
represent syntactic dependencies. Here we assume arcs go from a
modifier to its head. The proper noun “John” and the verb “has” are
syntactically dependent in the sentence. John is a modifier of the
verb has, which is its head. Similarly, the action of has is modified
by its object “apples.” (b) Mapping the syntactic dependency struc-
ture of the sentence in (a) into a global syntactic dependency
network.











where ki is the degree of the ith vertex. Erdös-Rényi graphs
have a binomial degree distribution that can be approximated
by a Poissonian distribution [18–20]. Erdös-Rényi graphs
with an average degree kkl are such that Crandom<kkl / sn





It is said that a network exhibits the small world phenom-
enon when D<Drandom [26]. The key difference between an
Erdös-Rényi graph and a real network is often C@Crandom
[18–20].
(b) Heterogeneity. A different type of characterization
of the statistical properties of a complex network is given by
the degree distribution Pskd. Although the degree distribution
of Erdös-Rényi graphs is Poisson, most complex networks
are actually characterized by highly heterogeneous distribu-
tions: they can be described by a degree distribution Pskd
,k−gfsk /kcd, where fsk /kcd introduces a cutoff at some
characteristic scale kc. The simplest test of scale invariance is
thus performed by looking at Pskd, the probability that a
vertex has degree k, often obeying [18–20]
Pskd , k−g.
The degree distribution is the only statistical measure where
link direction will be considered. Therefore, input and output
degree will be also analyzed.
(c) Hierarchical organization. Some scaling properties
indicate the presence of hierarchical organization and modu-
larity in complex networks. When studying Cskd, i.e., the
clustering coefficient as a function of the degree k, certain
networks have been shown to behave as [32,33]
Cskd , k−u, s3d
with u<1 [32]. Hierarchical patterns are specially important
here, since treelike structures derived from the analysis of
sentence structure strongly claim for a hierarchy.
(d) Betweenness centrality. While many real networks
exhibit scaling in their degree distributions, the value of the
exponent g is not universal, the betweenness centrality dis-
tribution is less varying [34] although it fails to work as a
network classification method [35]. The betweenness central-
ity of a vertex v, gsvd, is a measure of the number of mini-






where Gvsi , jd is the number of shortest pathways between i
and j running through v and Gsi , jd=ov Gvsi , jd. Many real
networks obey
Psgd , g−h,
where Psgd is the proportion of vertices whose betweenness
centrality is g. The betweenness centrality was calculated
using Brandes’ algorithm [36].
e Assortativeness. A network is said to show assortative
mixing if the nodes in the network that have many connec-
tions tend to be connected to other nodes with many connec-
tions. A network is said to show disassortative mixing if the
highly connected nodes tend to be connected to nodes with
few connections. The Pearson correlation coefficient G de-
fined in Ref. [37] measures the type of mixing with G.0 for
assortative mixing and G,0 for disassortative mixing. Such

















sji + kidG2 , s4d
where ji and ki are the degrees of the vertices at the ends of
the ith edge, with i=1, . . . ,m, c=1/m and m being the num-
ber of edges. Disassortative mixing sG,0d is shared by In-
ternet, World Wide Web, protein interactions, neural net-
works, and food webs. In contrast, different kinds of social
relationships are assortative sG.0d [37,38].
IV. RESULTS
The first relevant result of our study is the presence of
small world structure in the syntax graph. As shown by our
analysis (see Table I for a summary), syntactic networks
show D<3.5 degrees of separation. The values of D and C
are very similar for Czech and Romanian. A certain degree of
variation for German can be attributed to the fact that it is the
most sparse data set. Thus, D is overestimated and C is un-
derestimated. Nonetheless, all networks have D close to
Drandom which is the hallmark of the small world phenom-
enon [26]. The fact that C@Crandom indicates (Table I) that
the organization of syntactic networks strongly differs from
the Erdös-Rényi graphs. Additionally, we have also studied
the frequency of short path lengths for the three networks. As
shown in Fig. 2, the three distributions are actually very
similar, thus suggesting a common pattern of organization.
When we compare the observed distributions to the expecta-
tion from a random Poissonian graph (indicated by filled
triangles), they strongly differ. Although the average value is
the same, syntactic networks are much more narrowly dis-
tributed. This was earlier observed in the analysis of World
Wide Web [39].
The second result concerns the presence of scaling in their
degree distributions. The scaling exponents are summarized
in Table I. For the undirected graph, we have found that the
networks are scale free with g<2.2. Additionally, Fig. 3
shows Pskd for input and output degrees (see Table I for the
specific values observed). With the exception of the Czech
corpus, they display well-defined scale-free distributions.
The Czech data set departs from the power law for k.102.
Thus highly connected words appear underestimated in this
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case, consistent with the limitations of this corpus discussed
in Sec. II. These power laws fully confirm the presence of
scaling at all levels of language organization [5].
Complex networks display hierarchical structure [32].
Figure 4 (left column) shows the distribution of clustering
coefficients Cskd against degree for the different corpora. We
observe skewed distributions of Cskd (which are not power
TABLE I. A summary of the basic features exhibited by the three syntactic dependency networks analyzed here. n is the number of
vertices of the networks, kkl is the average degree, C is the clustering coefficient, and Crandom is the value of C of an Erdös-Rényi network.
D is the average minimum vertex-vertex distance and Drandom is the value of D for an Erdös-Rényi graph. G is the Pearson correlation
coefficient. g, gin, and gout are, respectively, the exponents of the undirected degree distribution, input degree distribution, and output degree
distribution. h, u, and z are, respectively, the exponents of the betweenness centrality distribution, the clustering vs degree, and the frequency
vs degree (estimated within 1,k,103). Two further examples of complex networks are shown. One is a technological graph (a software
network analyzed in Ref. [40]) and the second is a biological web: the protein interaction map of yeast [41]. Here skewed indicates that the
distribution Cskd decays with k but not necessarily following a power law.
Czech German Romanian Software graph Proteomea
n 33336 6789 5563 1993 1846
kkl 13.4 4.6 5.1 5.0 2.0
C 0.1 0.02 0.09 0.17 2.2310−2
Crandom 4310−4 6310−6 9.2310−4 2310−3 1.5310−3
D 3.5 3.8 3.4 4.85 7.14
Drandom 4 5.7 5.2 4.72 9.0
G −0.06 −0.18 −0.2 −0.08 −0.16
g 2.29±0.09 2.23±0.02 2.19±0.02 2.85±0.11 2.5skc,20d
gin 1.99±0.01 2.37±0.02 2.20±0.01
gout 1.98±0.01 2.09±0.01 2.20±0.01
h 1.91±0.01 2.10±0.01 2.10±0.01 2.0 2.2
u Skewed Skewed Skewed Skewed 1.0
z 1.03±0.02 1.18±0.01 1.06±0.02
aData available from Ref. [50].
FIG. 2. Shortest path length distributions for the three syntactic
networks analyzed here. The symbols correspond to Romanian
(circles), Czech (triangles), and German (squares), respectively. The
three distributions are peaked around an average distance of D
<3.5 degrees of separation. The expected distribution for a Poisso-
nian graph is also shown (filled triangles), using the same average
distance.
FIG. 3. Left: Cumulative degree distributions for the three cor-
pora. Here the proportion of vertices whose input and output de-
grees are k is shown. The plots are computed using the cumulative
distributions Pøskd=o jøkPsjd. The arrows in the plots on top indi-
cate the deviation from the scaling behavior in the Czech corpus
(see Sec. IV).
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laws) as in other systems displaying hierarchical organiza-
tion, such as the World Wide Web (see Fig. 3(c) in Ref. [33]).
In order to measure to what extent word syntactic depen-
dency degree k is related to word frequency f , we calculated
the average value of f versus k (5) and found a power distri-
bution of the form
f , kz, s5d
where z<1 (Table I) indicates a linear relationship (Fig. 5).
The higher values of z for German can be attributed to the
sparseness of the German corpus. Knowing that Zipf’s law
states that [2]
Psfd , f−b
with typically b<2, it follows
Pskd , k−g8
with typically g8<2 if z<1. The estimated g8 is close to the
values of g in Table I.
Highly connected words tend to be not interconnected
among them. Since degree and frequency are positively cor-
related [Eq. (5) and Fig. 5)] one easily concludes, as a visual
examination will reveal, that the most connected words are
function words (i.e., prepositions, articles, determiners, etc.).
Disassortative mixing sG,0d tells us that function words
tend to avoid linking each other. This consistently explains
why the Czech corpus has a value of G clearly greater than
that of the remaining languages. We already mentioned in
Sec. II that most of the missing links in the Czech corpus are
those involving function words such as prepositions, which
are in turn the words responsible for a tendency to avoid
links among highly connected words. G is thus overestimated
in the Czech network.
The scaling exponent g is somewhat variable, but the
scaling exponents obtained for the betweenness centrality
measure are more narrowly constrained (Table I). Although
again the Czech corpus deviates from the other two (in an
expected way), the two other corpora display a remarkable
similarity, Psgd distribution with h=2.1. Is is worth mention-
ing that the fits are very accurate and give an exponent that
seems to be different from those reported in most complex
networks analyzed so far, typically hP f2.0,2.2g [34]. The
behavior of Psgd in Fig. 4 with a domain with scaling with
h<2.1 for German and Romanian suggests a common pat-
tern is shared. The deviation of Cezch from the remaining
networks may be explained by its lack of hub words.
The behavior of Cskd (Fig. 4, left) differs from the inde-
pendence of the vertex degree found in Poisson networks and
certain scale-free network models [33]. Such behavior Cskd
is also different from Eq. (3) with u=1 that is clearly found
in synonymy networks and suggested in actor networks [32]
and metabolic networks [32]. In contrast, such behavior is
similar to that of the World Wide Web and Internet at the
autonomous system level [33]. The similar shape of Cskd in
the three syntactic dependency networks suggests a common
mechanism of hierarchical organization.
Besides word cooccurrence networks and the syntactic
dependency networks presented here, other types of linguis-
tic networks have been studied. Networks where nodes are
words or concepts and links are semantic relations are known
to show C@Crandom with d<drandom and power distribution
of degrees with and exponent gP f3,3.5g. For Roget’s The-
saurus, assortative mixing sG=0.157d is found [20,10–13]. In
contrast, syntactic dependency networks have g
P f2.11,2.29g and disassortative mixing (Table I), suggesting
semantic networks are shaped by radically different factors.
Further work, including more precise measures, should be
carried out for semantic networks.
V. GLOBAL VERSUS SENTENCE-LEVEL PATTERNS
One may argue that the regularities encountered here are
not significant unless it is shown that they are not a trivial
FIG. 4. Left: Cskd, the clustering coefficient vs degree k for the
three corpora. In all three pictures the scaling relation Cskd,k−1 is
shown for comparison. Right: the corresponding (cumulative) Psgd,
the proportion of vertices whose betweenness centrality is g.
FIG. 5. Average word fre-
quency f of words having degree
k. Dashed lines indicate the slope
of f ,k, in agreement with real
series.
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consequence of some pattern already present in the syntactic
structure of isolated sentences. In order to dismiss such pos-
sibility, we define dglobal and dsentence as the normalized
vertex-vertex distance of the global dependency networks
and a sentence dependency network. The normalized average





where Dmax=n+1/3, the maximum distance of a connected
network with n nodes [42]. Similarly, we define Cglobal and
Csentence for the clustering coefficient and Gglobal and Gsentence
for the Pearson correlation coefficient. The clustering coeffi-
cient of whatever syntactic dependency structure is Csentence
=0, since the syntactic dependency structure is defined with
no cycles [21]. We find Cglobal@Csentence and dglobal
!dsentence and dglobal significantly smaller than dsentence
(Table II). Gsentence is clearly different than Gglobal, although
disassortative mixing is found in both cases.
Besides, one may think that the global degree distribution
is scale-free because the degree distribution of the syntactic
dependency structure of a sentence is already scale-free.
Psentenceskd, the probability that the degree of a word in a
sentence is k is not a power function of k (Fig. 6). Actually,
the data point suggests an exponential fit. To sum up, we
conclude that scaling in Pskd, small world with significantly
high C, and the global value of G are features emerging at the
macroscopic scale. The global patterns discussed above are
emergent features that show up at the global level.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have presented a study of the statistical patterns of
organization displayed by three different corpora in this pa-
per. The study reveals that, as it occurs at other levels of
language organization [10–13], scaling is widespread. The
analysis shows that syntax is a small world and suggests
other potentially broad patterns for languages on Earth. Such
patterns rely on precise measures and have been shown to be
rather homogeneous.
Understanding the origins of syntax implies understand-
ing what is essential in human language. Recent studies have
explored this question by using mathematical models in-
spired by evolutionary dynamics [43–45]. However, the
study of the origins of language is usually dissociated from
the quantitative analysis of real syntactic structures. The sta-
tistical pattern reported here could serve as validation of ex-
istent formal approaches to the origins of syntax. What is
reported here is specially suitable for evolutionary ap-
proaches to the origins of language, since they reduce syntax
to word pairwise relationships.
Linguists can decide not to consider certain word types as
vertices in the syntactic dependency structure. For instance,
annotators in the Czech corpus decided that prepositions are
not vertices. This way, we have seen that different statistical
regularities are distorted, e.g., disassortative mixing almost
disappears and degree distributions are truncated with regard
to the remaining corpora. If the degree distribution is trun-
cated, describing degree distributions requires more complex
functions. If simplicity is a desirable property, syntactic de-
scriptions should consider prepositions and similar word
types as words in the strict sense. Annotators should be
aware of the consequences of their decision about the local
structure of sentences with regard to global statistical pat-
terns.
Syntactic dependency networks do not imply recursion,
which is regarded as a crucial trait of the language faculty
[6]. Nonetheless, different nontrivial traits that recursion
needs have been quantified:
TABLE II. Summary of global vs sentence network traits.
dglobal, Cglobal, and Gglobal are, respectively, the normalized average
vertex-vertex distance, the clustering coefficient, and the Pearson
correlation coefficient of a given global syntactic dependency net-
work. dsentence, Csentence, and Gsentence are, respectively, the normal-
ized average vertex-vertex distance, the clustering coefficient, and
the Pearson correlation coefficient of a given sentence syntactic
dependency network. kxl stands for the average value of x over all
sentence syntactic dependency networks where x is defined.
Czech Romanian German
dglobal 2.3310−4 1.3310−3 1.2310−3
kdsentencel 0.88 0.75 0.83
Cglobal 0.1 0.09 0.02
kCsentencel 0 0 0
Gglobal −0.06 −0.2 −0.18
kGsentencel −0.4 −0.51 −0.64
FIG. 6. Cumulative Psentenceskd for Czech (circles), German
(squares), and Romanian (diamonds). Here linear-log (a) and log-
log (b) plots have been used, indicating an exponential-like decay.
Psentenceskd is the probability that a word has degree k in the syn-
tactic dependency structure of a sentence. Notice that Pøs1d is less
than 1 for Czech and German since the sentence dependency trees
are not complete. If Psentence was a power function, a straight line
should appear in log-log scale. The German corpus is so sparse that
its appearance is dubious. Statistics are shown for L*, the typical
sentence length. We have L*=12 for Czech and German and L*
=6 for Romanian. The average value of Psentenceskd for all sentence
lengths is not used since it can be misleading as [16] shows in a
similar context.
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(1) Disassortative mixing tells us that labor is divided in
human language. Linking words tend to avoid connections
among them.
(2) Hierarchical organization tells us that syntactic de-
pendency networks not only define the syntactically correct
links (if certain context freedom is assumed) but also a top-
down hierarchical organization that is the basis of phrase-
structure formalisms [46].
(3) Small worldness is a necessary condition for recur-
sion. If mental navigation [13] in the syntactic dependency
structure cannot be performed reasonably fast, recursion can-
not take place. In this context, pressures for fast vocal com-
munication are known to exist [47,48].
Regardless of the heterogeneity of the annotation criteria,
common patterns have appeared, suggesting interesting pros-
pects for future deeper and broader studies. The present work
is a starting point for finding linguistic universals from the
point of view of complex networks. The patterns presented
here are candidates for linguistic universals. More empirical
and theoretical work is needed to establish such syntactic
dependency universals.
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